SAMTRANS

CORRESPONDENCE

as of 1-29-2021
Hello Anita (PRC), Kevin, Tina (Pacifica City Manager Office), Bob, Matthew (HMB City Manager Office),

Clipper Start recently announced 11 new operators, SamTrans was one of them, added to the Clipper Start Program which provides discounts to eligible low-income riders. The 'faqs link' below provides some info on how organizations can spread the word and how they may help people who might need some additional hand holding:

https://www.clipperstartcard.com/s/faqs

Since there isn't a coordinated coast-side transit function, I thought it would be best to send to the leadership on the coast - please forward to others that would find this information useful.

Thanks,
Rick Nahass
650 580-5141
Pacifica, CA